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Introductions
Round Table Presentation
Q & A
Conclusion
Speaker Introductions
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Justin DePalmo  
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First Focus Area: What Are Assets?

Asset Management
Assets

- Proliferation of connected devices
- Physical Assets – Servers, Workstations, Firewalls, Routers, etc...
- Virtual Assets – Virtual Machines, Cloud Assets, Containers, Images
- Software – Applications running on servers and workstations
- IOT Devices
Why is asset inventory important and what is it used for?
What are the key elements of Asset Management?

DISCOVERY

LIST OF ASSETS

VALIDATION

Staff Needs
Second Focus Area: Access Management

What does this really mean and why is it so important?

What are some of the biggest challenges for implementation?
Third Focus Area: Business Requirements, Environment and Mission
Fourth Focus Area: Cybersecurity Training
Resources

- Resources providing Thought Leadership including strategic planning, risk management, and governance.
- Federal Guidance including NIST and CISA.
- NYSAC Cybersecurity Paper
- Center for Technology in Government
- Formal and Informal Education including webinars and conferences.
- GDIT Representatives
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